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Abstract
In Longgang reef flat (China), the gas reservoir conditions are complicated in terms of the reservoir
water−gas relationship, reservoir scale variation, and serious water invasion., which causes prediction of
the dynamic gas reservoir reserves to be challenging. In this paper, first, a water invasion model for the
gas reservoir, which considering the water−gas profile and dynamic water production concurrently, is
developed and applied to model the characteristics of well groups for the targeting formations A and B.
Second, a dynamic gas reserves prediction model for the gas reservoir is built based on the actual water
invasion at each pressure system. More specifically, the dynamic reserves from the edge water drive,
linear water drive, and hemispherical bottom water drive can be predicted by means of this model. The
dynamic reserves of the water-invasion gas reservoir at each pressure system are accurately predicted by
solving the established dynamic reserves prediction mathematics model. Then, the water-invasion effect
on the gas reservoir production is determined by using the partition of the material balancing method.
The total dynamic gas reservoir reserves are calculated to be 223.13×108 m3 by using the developed
model in this study, which is slightly higher than the recorded actual reserves. Two new infill wells need
to be added in order to optimize the gas reservoir production, whose optimal prorations are determined
to be 15×104m3/d and 19×104m3/d, respectively. In summary, an accurate prediction of the dynamic gas
reserves is important for gas reservoir production evaluation and the development potential analysis. The
developed model in this study is applicable for predicting the dynamic gas reserves for similar cases.
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